Why leverage GETPAID?

1. **AI in credit risk assessment**
   Risk assessment needs to be monitored frequently and consistently to be effective. GETPAID’s AI engine monitors internal and external data sources to determine appropriate levels of risk and can even be leveraged to automatically set credit lines.

2. **AI in cash application**
   GETPAID’s AI engine learns customer remittance advice layouts through intelligent recognition. The machine learning engine also monitors user exception processing to learn how a payment was successfully applied to then leverage that method to automatically apply the next payment from that customer.

3. **AI in deduction and dispute management**
   GETPAID can automatically identify deductions and disputes and appropriately route them for resolution. These speeds up the cycle time for resolution and sets a foundation for root cause analysis and future prevention.

4. **AI in collections management**
   GETPAID’s AI engine accurately predicts delinquency risk, 60 days in the future. This risk assessment is used to automatically assign appropriate collection strategies and prioritization of accounts. Leveraging this risk assessment, the AI engine helps your team to proactively address accounts before they become delinquent.
FEATURES AT A GLANCE

CREDIT MANAGEMENT
- Online credit application
- Automated credit reviews
- Integrated credit bureau data
- Configurable scorecards

STRATEGIC COLLECTIONS
- AI-driven risk-based collections
- Integrated email with AI interpretation & responses
- Business defined templates
- Real-time AR with AP interface

DEDUCTION AND DISPUTE MANAGEMENT
- Automatic identification & routing
- Advance workflow with auto-approvals
- Root cause analysis & reporting

CASH APPLICATION
- Intelligent document & data recognition
- Accelerated machine learning with auto-clearing
- Straight-through processing for all payments

COLLABORATION TOOLS
- Customer Portal (EIPP)
- Sales & Service Portal
- Salesforce.com App
- Two-way API integration for CRM systems

ADVANCED REPORTING
- User configurable dashboards
- Real-time daily operational metrics
- Ad hoc report & dashboard creation

PRIMARY BENEFITS
- Improve Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) Cash Flow
- Improve Decision Making & Collection Prioritization
- Improve Operational Efficiency
- Improve Customer Experience & Internal Collaboration

Are you ready to modernize your credit-to-cash process?
Let’s have a conversation. Contact us today.
Email us at getinfo@fisglobal.com